This paperl describes a method for tracking regions in image sequences. Regions segmented from each frame by a motion segmentation technique are matched by using a relaxation procedure. Matching is based on measuring the similarity of the regions from the current frame and a list of regions corresponding to objects. A Kalmanfilter is used in order to estimate motion parameters. This filter uses a kine matic model which considers varying acceleration. This as sumption allows the system to model the movement when obJects are approachinf!, to the camera to the camera. The tracking method presented here has been successfully ap plied to traffic monitoring tasks, where it connects to other two computer vision based modules: motion segmentation and temporal integration.
Introduction
Tracking techniques are based on matChing tokens from the image. They are extracted along the sequence and are used as observations for the tracking algorithm. This algo rithm basically determines the motion parameters that best fit to the set of observations. We can find in the literature several trends and tracking strategies. Most of these ' track ing methods can be divided into four groups:
1. Three-dimensional-based methods. They use precise geometrical representations of known objects. This type of methods presents a considerable computational load that can not be justified by any requirement of a traffic monitoring system. However, they have been applied for tracking individual vehicles by using ex pensive hardware [7] , [9] .
2. Feature-based methods [5] , [3] track individual tokens such as points, lines or curves. These methods present I This work was partially supported by the projects TIC9R·0677 ·C02 · 01, Generalitat Valenciana GV97-TI-05-26 and GV97-TI-05-27.
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3.
Deformable model-based methods [4] , [6] fit models to the contours of the moving objects of the scene. They exhibit initialization problems [3] , [11] . When moving objects are partially occluded in the scene, as usually happens in traffic, initialization fails, since models can not be adapted to the real objects.
4.
Region-based methods define groups of connected pix els that are detected as belonging to a single object that is moving with a different motion from its neighbour ing regions [8] . [10] . Region tracking is less sensitive to occlusion due to the extensive information that re gions supply. Characteristics such as size. shape or intensity can be directly obtained from them.
Our approach is based on a region tracking algorithm which can take advantage of characteristics found in traffic scenes. In traffic scenes, the background is stationary, and vehicles sometimes appear partially hidden behind other ve hicles. Moreover, regions are suitable for tracking objects, since they determine completely the shape and location of objects. Like deformable models, regions present a reason able computational cost. but without the initialization prob lem.
The tracking method presented here has been success fully applied to traffic monitoring tasks, where it connects other two computer vision based modules: motion segmen tation and temporal integration. The fi rst one analyses each pair of consecutive frames and extracts regions moving with different parameters from their neighbours, providing these motion parameters for each one. The temporal integration module integrates infonnation provided by every segmenta tion in order to generate new segmentations that are based on the information recovered from the whole sequence. As opposed to usual methods, our method not only uses seg mentation to achieve object tracking, but the tracking is used for improving the segmentation. This approach sta bilizes the shape of the vehicles along the sequence, and corrects segmentation errors. This avoids both appearance and disappearance of regions or parts of regions from one frame to the next one. Moreover, it enables us to store vehi cle shapes and maintain it even when a vehicle stops.
The system provides useful facilities for traffic monitor ing, such as counting vehicles at each lane, surveillance of trajectories, estimation of the mean velocity of the traffic and detection of stopped vehicles. 
Matching regions
For every frame of the sequence, our method carries out a motion segmentation that is followed by a matching pro cess. This process matches regions from a list called mas ter list to regions segmented in the current frame. Regions from the current segmentation that have not been matched to any region of the master list are inserted into the list. The method assumes that these regions can correspond to new objects. When a region is not matched for several consecu tive frames, it is removed since it is considered as an object that has gone out of the scene, or come from an erroneous segmentation.
Matching is an iterative procedure which repeats two steps: weights update and matching. After applying Lagrange Multipliers method, the ob tained weights expression is:
The two steps of the matching process are repeated until a minimum is reached for dT. In order to speed up the pro cess, regions with centroids separated by a distance larger than a threshold e are discarded before calculating d mn •
Estimating motion parameters
The goal of this stage is to detennine the motion param eters of each region that best fit the observations set. The observations are the motion estimates computed for each image by the motion segmentation module, more precisely, it provides four measures for each region: centroid coordi nates (x,y) and velocity (vx,vy)' As most works, we use a recursive estimator, the Kalman filter, which estimates the best value, in a least-square sense, of a state vector from a set of noisy measures.
We should use a motion model that considers the velocity increment that the vehicles projections undergo when they approach to the camera. The model assumes varying veloc ity (Vk = {vxk. v y d) and acceleration (ak = {axk. a y k}) . The variation of acceleration (Ck = {cx, c y }) is assumed constant. Therefore, the kinematic model for the evolution of tokens is defined by equations (5-8), in which /).t is the time increment, which is assumed as 1:
(7) (8) Equation (8) defines a planar motion with an accelera tion that increases uniformly. According to equations (5) to (8), we can separate this system into two independent sub systems, each one for a different coordinate (x, y). Thus, we defi ne two Kalman fi lters with different state vectors (x andy):
The rest of equations are equal for both Kalman filters, so we only describe the one for coordinate x. The estimation process is controlled by the state and measurement equa tions. The state equation defines the transition from the state (10)
The measurement equation relates the observations to the state of the process:
In (10) Zxk and Zyk'
Matrix Ak (n x n) relates the state at instant k with the state at instant k + 1. Matrix H k (m x n) in (11) relates the state at instant k with the measurement at the same instant.
According to (5) (6) (7) (8) , A k and Hk are defi ned as:
Introduction of a large error in a measure can disturb the estimates produced by the Kalman filter in the follow ing iterations. Therefore, it is important to avoid errors or,
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at least, to reduce their influence. At each iteration, the Kalman fi lter provides predictions of the measurements that are generated previously to the introduction ofthe real mea surement. We use these predictions to detect gross errors in the position and motion measures. Thus, the measures x k , Yk , Vxk and Vyk are substituted by X 'k, y' k ' V'xk and V ' yk by using function p:
where X k o Vx k , Yk and Vyk are the predictions of each mea sure, and (J Xk ' 0" V.k' (J Yk and (J Vyk are the typical deviations.
Results
In this section we show some results of the proposed method over the sequences that can be observed in longer than the previous one (956 and 120 frames, respec tively), thus we have used them to test the traffic monitoring facilities that our system provides. Probably, the most im portant one is counting vehicles, since it allows the system to calculate measures such as traffic density. The system detected 100% and 95% of vehicles at each sequence.
The total system, including motion segmentation and temporal integration, has been tested on a PC based system with four Pentium Pro processors at 200Mhz. We have been able to process 5 frames per second that is enough for city traffic scenes, in which vehicles usually move slower than 70Km!h. At present, computers which double the speed of the one we have used can be easily found in the mar ket. Thus, it is reasonable to say that the frame-rate can be speeded up noticeably. Therefore, it would be possible to cope with scenes where vehicles were moving faster.
Conclusions
This paper has shown a method for tracking regions. 
